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Abstract:
Walter Jackson Freeman III (January 30, 1927 – April 24, 2016) was a true explorer, a Renaissance Man,
who transcended the boundaries of disciplines and scientific knowledge. He has revolutionized the field of
neuroscience, by bringing into it many pioneering ideas on brain dynamics. The authors of this brief essay
address the main legacy of Walter Freeman through their framework of Operational Architectonics of brainmind functioning that encompasses Freeman’s mass action in the nervous system in the form of nested,
dynamic neuronal assemblies and his cinematic model of cognitive dynamics, leading to emergence of
consciousness. According to Operational Architectonics theory, the hierarchy of phenomenal world (features,
patterns, objects, scenes) has its electrophysiological equivalent in an operational hierarchy of neuronal
assemblies and nested spatial-temporal conglomerates of them in the form of operational modules (with
different size and life-span), which correspond to the phenomenal entities of different complexity.
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ABBREVIATIONS
AM = Amplitude modulation; EEG = Electroencephalogram; EPSP = Excitatory postsynaptic potential;
IPSP = inhibitory postsynaptic potential; OA = Operational architectonics; OM = Operational module; RTP
= Rapid transitional period; OST = Operational space–time; IPST = Internal physical space–time; PST =
Phenomenal (subjective) space-time.
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Like other true explorers, we don’t know what we will find, and we don’t yet have
the proper framework in which to describe whatever is there.
This broad view from an open mind is my legacy.
Walter Jackson Freeman (2007a)

1. Introduction

He was an Open Mind. He was a True Explorer. He was a Renaissance Man (Kozma, 2016). Originated
in Italy, the ideal of Renaissance Man, whereas a man’s capacity for personal development in a broad range
of abilities and areas of knowledge is without limits (Debus, 1978) was exemplified with acute strength in
Walter Jackson Freeman III (January 30, 1927 – April 24, 2016). Being a fourth generation physician, he
studied medicine at Yale University, physics and mathematics at M.I.T., electronics and engineering in the
Navy during World War II, and philosophy at the University of Chicago. He had also an encyclopedic
knowledge in arts and humanities. But above all, Freeman revolutionized the field of neuroscience by
bringing into it many pioneering ideas on brain dynamics that have been ahead of time by decades, and
which transformed the field (Kozma, 2016).
The authors of this small essay were fortunate and privileged to enjoy the friendship with Walter
Freeman and greatly appreciate long and thought-provoking discussions not only about neuroscience, but
also politics, arts and universe. His groundbreaking work and ideas constantly inspire us in our own effort to
cognize the greatest mystery in the world–the human brain–as the epicenter of cognition, personality, and
selfhood, as well as a source of creativity, artistic expression and unconditional love.
In this article we seek briefly to address the main legacy of Walter Freeman through our framework of
Operational Architectonics (OA) of brain-mind functioning (Fingelkurts & Fingelkurts, 2001, 2005, 2008,
2012, 2015; Fingelkurts et al., 2009, 2010, 2012a,b, 2013) that encompasses Freeman’s mass action in the
nervous system in the form of nested, dynamic neuronal assemblies and cinematic model of cognitive
dynamics, leading to emergence of consciousness.

2. Mass action in the nervous system

Freeman's Mass Action refers to the collective synaptic actions that neurons in the cortex exert on each
other by synchronizing their potentials to create thought that guides intelligent behavior (Freeman, 1975) and
eventually consciousness (Fingelkurts et al., 2013). A spatial pattern of coordinated activity among
cooperative neurons manifests a ‘wave packet’ (Freeman, 2003) that requires synchronization of a shared
carrier wave of the outputs of a large number of neurons over the neuronal assembly. Such a wave packet has
a spatial amplitude modulation pattern that is expressed in high and low intensities of the dendritic currents,
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thus establishing local fields over the cortex that are reflected in the electroencephalogram (EEG) (Freeman,
2004a).
To relate the dynamic of neuronal masses at microscopic level through mesoscopic level to macroscopic
functional structures Freeman introduced a nested hierarchy of so-called K-sets or models (for an overview,
see Freeman, 2000a; Freeman & Erwin, 2008), which describes increasing complexity of structure and
dynamical behavior of brain processes (Kozma & Freeman, 2001, 2003; Kozma et al., 2003, 2007). The
letter ‘K’ stands for the name of biophysicist Aharon Katzir Katchalsky (1913-1972) who was one of the
pioneers of emergent collective behaviors and dynamic patterns in chemical and biological systems
(Katchalsky et al., 1974). In this hierarchy, the K0-set describes the dynamics of a cortical micro-column
(∼10 thousand neurons) that is governed by a point attractor with zero output and stays at equilibrium except
when perturbed (Kozma et al., 2007). A KI-set subsumes K0-sets from a given cortical layer and maintains a
state of non-zero background activity (Kozma, 2016). Similarly, a KII-set incorporates KI-sets from different
populations (i.e. excitatory and inhibitory ones) allowing exhibition of limit cycle periodic oscillations at a
narrow band frequency (Freeman & Erwin, 2008). A KIII-set made up of multiple interacting KII-sets
modeling various cortical areas and capable of learning representations as well as do match-mismatch
processing (Erwin, 1994). A KIV-set already covers many cortical areas (KIII-sets) across the hemisphere
and could support simple forms of intentional behaviors with intermittent synchronization–
desynchronization (Kozma & Freeman, 2003; Kozma et al., 2007). The highest level of the neocortical
hierarchy is described by the KV-set that models the scale-free dynamics of neocortex operating on KIV-sets
to support cognition (Freeman & Erwin, 2008).

2.1. OA perspective on mass action in the brain

It is an empirical fact that brain generates a highly structured dynamic in spatial and temporal domains
(Fingelkurts et al., 2010) involving a range of frequencies (Basar et al., 2001) within an extracellular electric
field. This field exists within brain internal physical space-time (IPST) (Fingelkurts et al., 2010) and is best
captured by using EEG (Nunez, 2000). Indeed, multiple studies indicate that EEG is a highly organized
macro-level electrophysiological phenomenon in the brain, which captures the operations of medium and
large-scale cortical networks and which is remarkably correlated with behavior, cognition and consciousness
(Nunez, 2000; John, 2001; Freeman, 2003; Fingelkurts et al., 2010, 2013; Yoo et al., 2014).
OA theory explores the temporal structure of information flow and the spatial inter-area interactions
within a network of dynamical, transient, and functional neuronal assemblies (which activity is “hidden” in
the complex non-stationary structure of EEG signal, Fingelkurts & Fingelkurts, 2015) by examining
topographic couplings among rapid transition processes (RTPs) in the amplitude of the local EEG signals on
the millisecond scale (Fingelkurts & Fingelkurts, 2001, 2008, 2015). In other words, at the EEG level the
activity of neuronal assemblies is reflected in defined periods (segments) of quasi-stationarity within
different frequency ranges framed by the RTPs (for review, see Fingelkurts & Fingelkurts, 2015). Indeed,
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EEG waves recorded from the scalp are integrated excitatory and inhibitory post-synaptic potentials of
neuronal membranes. Since they reflect extracellular currents caused by synchronized neural activity within
the local brain volume (John, 2002), the EEG signal within quasi-stationary segments is the envelope of the
probability of non-random coherence (so-called a ‘common mode’ or a ‘wave packet’; Freeman 2003) in the
neuronal masses near to the recording electrode. Plikynas, based on Pribram and Bohm’s holonomic brain
theory (Pribram, 1991, 1999) and Vitello’s dissipative quantum model of the brain (Pessa & Vitello, 2004;
Vitello, 2001), as well as the orchestrated objective reduction theory proposed by Hameroff and Penrose
(2013), has suggested (Plikynas, 2015) that such a non-random wave mode can be best described using the
wave mechanics approach (Conte et al., 2009), such as wave/state function (Born, 1927) or linear operators
(Haven & Khrennikov, 2013). Haken described such waves using the term “order parameter” (Haken, 1983)
that is the result generated by the large numbers of neurons and synapses, and which creates and sustains a
field that “enslaves” the neurons that actually generate it. These concepts resonate with that of “control
parameter” portrayed by Abraham & Shaw (2005) and Cucker & Smale (2007) and others.
As we have discussed elsewhere operations of transient neuronal assemblies instantiated by emergent
neural fields of self-organized activity are functionally isomorphic with simple phenomenal features
(qualities) (Fingelkurts et al., 2010, 2013). It has been demonstrated that a set of ‘feature extracting neural
assemblies’ decompose in parallel the complex stimulus into so-called fragments of sensation (Yufik, 1998;
John, 2002; Orpwood, 2013). The detailed analysis of the complex structure of hierarchical architecture of
EEG reveals the particular operational space-time (OST) which literally resides within the internal physical
space-time (IPST) and is isomorphic to the PST (phenomenal space-time) level that constitutes the
neurophysiological basis of mind phenomenal architecture (Fingelkurts et al., 2009, 2010, 2012a,b, 2013).
Thus, from the OA perspective, the focus is not so much on the anatomically formed neuronal
assemblies but rather on the nested and dynamic hierarchy of fields produced by such neuronal assemblies in
the course of supporting the complex dynamics of cognition and consciousness (Fingelkurts & Fingelkurts,
2009, 2012).

3. Cinematic model of cognitive dynamics

Freeman has proposed a cinematographic or cinematic model of cognitive dynamics (Freeman, 2006).
According to this model the cortical code that supports cognition consists of repetitive spatial frames of
metastable amplitude modulation (AM) patterns (Freeman 2000a,b, 2003, 2004a,b, 2005a, 2006) that are
analogous to the movie frames, while the rapid transition from one AM pattern to the other acts as the shutter
(Freeman & Quian-Quiroga, 2013; Kozma & Freeman, 2014). Freeman proved experimentally that AM
patterns (frames) embody the meaning of the stimuli rather than be their representations (Freeman, 1992;
Barrie et al., 1996). In other words, the neocortical AM patterns showed a lack of invariance in respect to
stimuli, but dependence on context and learning (meaning).
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The major significance of this cinematic model of cognition was that it leads to the hypothesis that all
sensory modalities share the same coding of their cognitive outputs in the form of cinematic sampling of the
environment (Kozma, 2016). The cinematic synchronization of activity observed in multiple experiments in
diverse cortex locations allows Freeman to propose that the rapid transition that initiates the AM pattern does
so by creating a field of nonsynaptic communication in the neuropil shared by all synchronized neuronal
assemblies in a simultaneous coordination rather than by serial synaptic transmission. Freeman saw it as an
important advantage allowing the extremely rapid updating of the local sensations/memories to incorporate
contributions from all modalities within the time window defined by the duration of a global AM pattern
(Freeman, 2015). Such emergent neural fields of self-organized activity framed within the AM patterns,
following Haken’s synergetics (Haken, 1983) and Prigogine’s ‘dissipative structures’ (Prigogine, 1961) that
feed on energy, extend attractor theory to the filed of self-organizing, far-from-equilibrium thermodynamics
(Freeman, 2007a, 2008). In this context, Freeman suggested that the square of analytic amplitude (A2) is an
index of the dissipation rate of free energy (E) in the cortex (Freeman, 2004a). Here E signifies the
metabolically derived energy that does work by driving ionic current and then is lost as heat. Freeman further
proposed (Freeman, 2004a) that the spatiotemporal pattern of A2(t) when integrated over appropriate time
and space windows may be used to estimate spatial patterns of the energy dissipated by excitatory and
inhibitory populations to sustain the excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs/IPSPs).

3.1. OA perspective on the cinematic model of cognitive dynamics

OA model extends the cinematic model of Freeman from the homogeneous AM patterns to the
hierarchically structured AM patterns. In agreement with the above OA analysis, we already know that local
fields/operations generated by different transient neuronal assemblies are reflected in the local EEG signals
in more or less stable (quasi-stationary) episodes framed by sudden changes in amplitude of the signal –
RTPs (Fingelkurts & Fingelkurts, 2001, 2008, 2015). These quasi-stationary EEG segments (local fields of
transient neuronal assemblies) present simple phenomenal features/operations, while the temporal
synchronization of these EEG segments (local fields/operations) obtained from distributed neuronal
assemblies produces complex phenomenal objects or operations (Fingelkurts et al., 2010, 2013). As a result
of such synchronization the metastable brain states emerge that we have named Operational Modules (OMs)
(Fingelkurts & Fingelkurts, 2001, 2008, 2015). Metastability means simultaneous co-existence of the
seemingly opposing tendencies: autonomy and cooperation functioning (Kelso, 1995; Bressler & Kelso,
2001; Fingelkurts & Fingelkurts, 2004; Kelso & Tognoli, 2007). The OMs are metastable because they
accommodate such tendencies in a natural way without involving any additional mechanism: there is
intrinsic differences in the activity among neuronal assemblies that constitute every OM, whereas each
neuronal assembly performs its own operation, while at the same time still retain a tendency to be
coordinated together within the same OM to instantiate a more complex and holistic operation (Fingelkurts et
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al., 2010, 2013; Fingelkurts & Fingelkurts, 2015). We have argued elsewhere that at the phenomenological
level the lasting OM is experienced as a “phenomenal present” of consciousness (Fingelkurts & Fingelkurts,
2014). In this sense, every OM is both the act (process) and the object (thing) at the same time.
Experimental studies have demonstrated that OMs (which are the result of synchronized local
fields/operations produced by distributed transitive neuronal assemblies) could be further operationally
synchronized between each other but now at different time scales, and thus forming a more abstract and
more complex OM, which now constitutes the integrated experience (Fingelkurts et al., 2009, 2010, 2013).
In such a way, every complex, nested OM is not just a superset of the simpler OMs, but rather is a natural
union of abstractions about simpler OMs (Fingelkurts et al., 2010). Therefore, every OM has a rich
combinatorial/nested complexity and the ability to rapidly reconfigure itself into a different OM or a set of
OMs–the feature that is crucially important for the presentation of highly dynamic and structured
phenomenal (subjective) experience (Fingelkurts et al., 2009, 2013). Such synchrony of local
fields/operations among different neuronal assemblies serves to bind spatially dispersed phenomenal features
(bases of sensations) of a multimodal stimulus or objects into integrated and unified patterns of qualities and
further into the phenomenal objects or scenes with unique Gestalt and semantic windows (Fingelkurts et al.,
2009).
According to OA, the succession of discrete and relatively stable OMs, which are separated by rapid
transitive processes (i.e. abrupt changes of OMs), instantiates the succession of phenomenal images or
thoughts, thus presenting a stream of consciousness (James, 1890). In this context, the metastable OMs at an
OST level somehow isolate and “freeze” or “classify” at a PST level the ever changing and multiform
cinematographic stream of conscious experiences. At the critical point of transition (RTP) in mental state, the
OM undergoes a profound and rapid reconfiguration which is expressed through the following process: A set
of coupled local bioelectrical fields produced by transient neuronal assemblies located in several brain areas
(an OM), rapidly loses functional couplings with one another and establishes new couplings within another
set of local bioelectrical fields (produced by transient neuronal assemblies), thus demarcating a new OM in
the volumetric OST continuum of the brain (Fingelkurts et al., 2010).
According to Freeman and Vitiello (2006, 2008) the change of scales in a nested OA hierarchy of brain
functional activity is dynamically achieved through the spontaneous breakdown of symmetry, which can be
usefully modelled by the dissipative quantum model (Vitiello, 1995) or neuropercolation (Kozma et al.,
2005). Both these approaches model collective and nested behavior of interacting neural populations in brain
networks near critical states though from different perspectives (Kozma, 2016). Freeman stressed that the
nested global patterns of brain electromagnetic field reflected in the form of nested OMs are the best
available candidates that neuroscientists have for connecting neural (physical) activity to mental (subjective)
activity (Freeman, 2010).
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4. Conclusion

Neurophysiological observations and visionary conceptualizations made by Freeman over several
decades pioneered and developed the view that brains are essentially non-equilibrium systems which do not
come to a steady state even for a fraction of second (Freeman, 2005b; Freeman & Vitiello, 2006). Exactly
this property of brains allows them, using dynamical patterns of activation in their operation to present
dynamic and finely structured memories, concepts, actions and thoughts (Freeman, 2007b). Such brain’s
property motivated us in developing the theory of Operational Architectonics (OA) of the brain-mind
functioning which was and continue to be constantly inspired by the Freeman’s lifelong groundbreaking
ideas.
According to OA, brain operational architectonics and mind phenomenological architecture are the
complementary aspects of the same unified metastable continuum, whereas the metastability introduces the
hierarchical coupling between the brain and mind while simultaneously allowing them to retain their
individuality (Fingelkurts et al., 2009). Here the “phenomenal consciousness refers to the level of
organization in the brain that captures all immediate and undeniable facts (phenomena) of subjective
experiences (concerning hearing, seeing, touching, feeling, embodiment, moving, and thinking) that present
to any person right now and right here” (Fingelkurts et al., 2009; p. 223). Our analysis of the brain-mind OA
revealed that the phenomenal level may be presented as the space where phenomenal experiences ‘springs to
life’ through organized spatial–temporal patterns (operational modules, OMs) of lower (operational) level of
brain organization (Fingelkurts & Fingelkurts, 2001, 2005; Fingelkurts et al., 2010, 2013). Importantly
neither separate phenomenal objects, scenes or even self (Fingelkurts et al., 2012b, 2016a,b), nor the whole
phenomenal level are somehow perceived by some other mental entities or brain systems. It is precisely for
this reason that the nature of phenomenal objects or images is regarded as self-presenting (Fingelkurts et al.,
2009, 2010, 2013). In this context, the hierarchy of phenomenal world (features, patterns, objects, scenes)
has its electrophysiological equivalent in an operational hierarchy of neuronal assemblies and nested OMs,
which correspond to the phenomenal entities of different complexity (Fingelkurts et al., 2009, 2010, 2013).
We hope that by our work we honor Walter Freeman’s legacy and continue the direction in
neurophysiology that Walter has started.
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